
MASKS & VACCINES ARE NOT THE ANSWER
By wearing a mask, you are helping to enforce the Tyrannical Government, suppressing your human

nature, suppressing our social human nature & submitting to SLAVERY. Your natural protection is your
immune system, masks CAN HELP but most COMPLY & don’t think for themselves, creating an

“authority” dictating over their own health. Here are many studies & statistics (censored organizations):
Greenmedinfo.com    Thetruthaboutvaccines.com    Vaccineimpact.com    Vaccines.news

See all the perspectives, then decide. Now, let’s observe the NATURE of why masks (the way it 
has been perceived, to be exact) contribute to our manifested problems (Slavery) on Earth: 

Mask Mandates & Vaccine Mandates claim that a group of people who call themselves 
"government" have been given the "right" to prevent others from not wearing a mask or not taking a 
vaccine, and if those others refuse to comply with those terms, they will be fined or imprisoned 
(depending on the Man’s Law of their country’s legislature). It should be self-evident that if an 
individual's body is actually their own property, then that individual always maintains the Natural Right
to decide what will or will not be put into or on their own property, their body. Understanding this, we 
can easily see that the claim of the "right" to command what will or will not be put into or on the body 
of another person amounts to a claim of ownership upon the other person's body. The claim of 
ownership upon another person's body is called Slavery. Therefore, Mask & Vaccine Mandates are
merely euphemisms for Slavery, backed by Violence, regardless of the justifications made by those 
who claim such practices are "necessary for the common good." Since no individual anywhere on Earth
has the "right" to claim the ownership of another person's body, such behavior can never be "delegated"
to a group, and called a "right.” The definition of a Right is "any action which does not cause harm to 
another living being or their property.” There is no such thing as the "right" to stop someone from 
exercising a Right, since Rights cause no harm. The claim over the Rights (a form of property) of 
another person is called Slavery. Even more so, it is the claim to be God, the claim that the Right's of 
others flow from you. Therefore, all forms of Mandate are always WRONG according to Natural 
Law.

Following Orders means doing what you are told to do, without judging for yourself whether or not the 
action you are being ordered to carry out is Right or Wrong. If an individual is following orders, that individual 
CAN NOT be exercising Conscience, since, by definition, exercising Conscience means that one is willfully 
choosing for themselves Right Action over Wrong Action.

JUSTIFICATION: From the Latin noun jus: "right; law" and the Latin verb facere: "to make; to create" 
To "Create" A Right

"You assist an evil system most effectively by obeying its orders and decrees. An evil system never deserves
such allegiance. Allegiance to it means partaking of the evil. A good person will resist an evil system with his or

her whole soul." - Gandhi
MORAL CULPABILITY: The determination of who is ultimately at FAULT, or deserving of BLAME, for the

commission of actions which resulted in harm or loss to others. 
Culpable: "at fault; deserving of blame," from the Latin noun culpa: "fault; blame"

THE PAINFUL TRUTH The Order-Follower always bears MORE Moral Culpability than the order-giver,
because the Order-Follower is the one who actually performed the action, and in taking such action, actually

brought the resultant harm into physical manifestation. ORDER-FOLLOWING is the pathway to every form of
Evil and Chaos in our world. It should NEVER be seen as a "virtue" by anyone who considers themselves a

moral human being. Order-Followers have ultimately been personally responsible and morally culpable for every
form of Slavery and every single Totalitarian regime that has ever existed upon the face of the Earth. 

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS
"Those who would give up Essential Liberty to purchase a little temporary safety, deserve neither, and

will lose both." - Benjamin Franklin… Learn More At NITA.ONE

Have You Seen The Other Perspective?


